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Coefficients of static, dynamic and information sa fety are dellned . They could be used for con
sideration of how difficult is the feedback of temperature co ntrol in a chemical reactor with 
exothermic reaction. An analysis is made for a batch reactor which should be kept in a pseudo
stationary state which is unstable at the open control loop. Control is based on measurement of 
the reaction mixture temperature and on evaluation of temperat ure derivative with time. The 
action quantity is flow rate of the carrier in the cooling system. The result of an analysis is the 
highest operating temperature of the mixture at which the safety of the reactor operation is still 
secured and further the trajectory on which it is possible to reach in the shortest time the given 
operating temperature at preserving safety of the reactor operation. 

In temperature control of the reaction mixture in reactors with exothermic reaction the most im
portant goal is control of the safe operation, i.e. elimination of the uncontrolled temperature 
rise. It is simultaneously required to make use of the highest possible reaction temperature as the 
reactor output is usually greater at higher temperatures. As the danger of uncontrolled tempera
ture rise increases with increasing reaction temperature it is necessary to make a compromise 
between the requirements on safe operation and the high output. Problems with the temperature 
control are of importance especially with high-capacity reactors which have a disadvantageous 
ratio of their surface to volume. It is sometimes necessary in these reactors to make use of ope
rating states which are at the open control loop unstable l 

- 2. Necessary condition of temperature 
control in these states is the use of the feedback controller. Literature on control of chemical reac
tors is relatively rich4 - 5 . But majority of studies is devoted to problems of multiple states and 
qualitative analysis of stable states on systems with stabilised inlets (in autonomous systems). 
Qualitative analysis of stability has a decisive significance in the case when temperature in the 
reactor is controlled by stabilisation of inlet streams. If the temperature is to be controlled by use 
of the feedback circuit the qualitative result of stability analysis (stable-unstable) loses its basical 
significance. The analysis of how difficult is the temperature control must be based on a qualitative 
analysis of dynamic properties of the system. 

In this study is proposed a method of analysis of safety of feedback temperature 
control making use of the mathematical reactor model and evaluation of motion 
trajectory in the phase plane. 
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THEORETICAL 

Definition of Safety Coefficients 

At evaluation of safe temperatu re control it is necessary to take care of three aspects: 
static safety, dynamic safety and sa fe information on the state of system. 

Coefficient of static safely is defined as ratio of the highest cooling rate which 
can be reached and the rate of heat origin by chemical reaction at the given tempera
ture of the reaction mixture. It is assumed that the cooling system is in steady state 

when 
( f) 

Coefficient speaks out whether the reactor at the given temperature has the necessary 
cooling capacity so that it would be possible to remove the heat of reaction by the 
same rate as it originates. 

Coefficiellt ()f dynamic safelY is defined as the ratio of critical temperature rise and 
the momentous observed temperature rise at the given temperature of the mixture 

(2) 

The critical temperature rise is defined on basis of the following model. Let us assume 
that at the given temperature of the mixture is the cooling system set into operation 
at the highest possible rate. This means that the lowest temperature and the highest 
flow rate of the heat carrier are used . Temperature dependence of the mixture -is 
the result of control action and depends on the state of cooling system in the moment 
of its performance. Beginning of the response is characterised by value of the observed 

temperature rise (dT/dt)obs. The critical temperature rise (dT/dt)max is the highest 
temperature rise for which the response is still not classified as its failure from the tech
nological point of view. Its failure can have two causes. At first a certain highest 
permitted temperature is given surpassing of which causes losses (e.g. quality of the 
product deteriorates) or there incurrs an uncontrolled rise in temperature of the mix
ture. Discussion considers only the second cause. 

Coefficient of information safety is characterising the effect of noise in measure
ments of temperature of the mixture. The noise in temperature measurements aggra
vates first of all determination of the value of derivative of mixture temperature with 
time. Uncertainty in determination of the derivative is described by the width of the 
noise band of derivative (dT/dt)n. Coefficient of information safety is then defined 
as the ratio of criticaly temperature rise and band width of noise derivative at the 
given mixture temperature 

(3) 
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ReaCTOr Model 

Let us assume that it is possible to describe the state o f the react o r by three sta te 

quantities , i.e. by temperature of the reaction mixture , mean tempera ture o f the heat 

carrier in the cooling system and degree of co nversio n o rthe key reaction compo nenl. 

Dynamic behaviour of the batch reactor is t hell described by the system of equa tion s 

ds/dt = rlcAo (4) 

(5) 

(6) 

with the initial condition in the form 

I = 0 x = 0, T = To, To = Te O' 

Numerical calculations of examples were performed at the assumption that the react o r 

cooling system is described by the model of a perfectly mixed vessel. For description 

of dependence of the reaction rate 011 degree of co nversion and on temperature the 

data have been used for a reaction studied in the last study3 in which it has been 

determined that the reaction has a n autocatalytic cha racter. ]n the range of convel sion 

degrees from 0 to 0·15 it is possible to use the relation 

Tair/CAO) = 9.IOtl (1 - 1·6296x)exp(-10817.3/ T) , (7) 

for higher degrees of conversion the relation 

Tair/ CAO) = 4.6923.10 12 (l - X
1

.
S 7

) X
O

.
85 exp (- I 0817·3/T). (8) 

Adiabatic increase in temperature due to reaction Tad is 130 K, inlet temperature 
of the heat carrier into the cooling system To; is 283 K, parameter A = 1,5.10 - 4 

• 

. S-I, parameter B = 3·86 S - I and parameter C = 1·3. 10 - 3 s - J . 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Safe temperature control of the reaction mixture by use of the mathematical model 

of the system depends on reliability of information on the system. For control of 

industrial reactors the mixture temperature is usually measured continuously without 

significant delay. Degree of conversion is determined periodically, frequently with 

delay due to time necessary for performing the analysi s. Sometimes the degree of 

conversion is not determined at all and it is then necessary to estimate it by calculation 
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e.g. from the heat balance. It is useful to divide uncertainties in determination of the 
system state into four groups: 

1) Noise in temperature measurements of the mixture and in determination of deri
vatives of temperature. 

1 I) Uncertainty in determination of the degree of conversion and related uncertainty 
in determination of reactivity of mixture, uncertainty in determination of inlet tempe
rature and flow rate of heat carrier. 

111) Uncertainty introduced by other not measured parameters, e.g. by change in the 
catalyst activity, scaling of heat transfer areas , random changes in inlet composition 
of the mixture and the change in flow rate of the heat carrier. 

1 V) Inaccuracy in structure of mathematical model of the system, i.e. effect of simpli
fications introduced into the model (assumption of ideal mixing, plug flow etc.). 

Control analysis is limited to two-position (bang-bang) temperature control by 
flow rate of the heat carrier. Discussion is divided into two parts: 1) Keeping the ther
mal balance of the reaction mixture in pseudostationary state, i.e. in the state when 
heat of reaction is removed at the same rate as it originates. Condition of pseudo
stationary state results from Eq. (5) by substitution of equality dTjdt = 0.2) Starting 
of the process, i.e. transition from initial state of the system into pseudostationary 
state. 

Determination of the highest pseudostationary temperature of reaction mixture 
in the phase plane T - Te . Fundamental for the pseudostationary state at two-posi
tion control is the alternate motion of temperature up and down in vicinity ohhe 
pseudostationary state. Since the switch-over cycles are short as compared to the time 
of duration of the whole batch it can be assumed at description of motion in vicinity 
of the pseudostationary state that reactivity of the mixture does not change. This 
means that is it possible to neglect the effect of conversion degree and changes of not 
measured parameters. The reaction rate then depends only on temperature. 

With reactors where a strongly exothermic reaction takes place the limiting factor 
is the highest attainable cooling rate. Analysis for determination of the highest safe 
pseudostationary temperature is thus based on the analysis of behaviour for the 
highest cooling rate. Static limitation of the highest pseudostationary temperature 
is determined by intersection of the curve of pseudostationary states of the mixture 
a nd the curve (straight line) of pseudostationary states of the cooling system (Figs 
1 and 2). The dynamically safe region of phase plane, at eHmination of noise in tem
perature measurement of the mixture, is limited by two curves. First of all it is the 
curve (straight line) of pseudostationary states of the cooling system. This curve is 
defined by Eq. (6) by substituting of the condition 
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Region of the phase plane, for which there holds Te < Tcs then cannot be reached . 
To reach the phase plane it would be necessary to subcool tbe heat carrier in the 
cooling system by another cooler medium. Moreover it is limited by the critical tra
jectory (separatrix). From the dynamic point of view the tempera ture control is safe 
when it is possible to ensure tbat after switch-over to the highest cooling ra te, the 
temperature response of the mixture would not exceed the region of tempera ture 
decrease (dTfdt < 0) and in the region of temperature increa se (dTfdt < 0) when the 
trajectory of response is passing through the pseudostationary state (singular point). 
The critical trajectory can be determined by numerical integration of the system of 
Eqs (5) and (6) with negative sign for time and with the use of the initial condition 

in the form 
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FIG. 1 
Trajectory of temperature response of reac
tion mixture after switch-on of cooling in 
phase plane temperature of mixture in reac
tor - temperature of heat carrier in cooling 
system. x = 0; 1 Pseudostationary state of 
mixture, 2 pseudostationary state of cooling 
system, 3 curve of dependence T = Te , 

4 curve limiting region of stable and unstable 
states at open control loop, 5 SSI = 1, 6 
separatrix (Sdyn = 1), 7 Sdyn = 2, 8 Sd yn = 3, 

9 Sdyn = 5 
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Trajectory of temperature response of reac
tion mixture after switch-off of the c00ling 
for the case given in Fig. I. 1 Pseudostationa
ry state of reaction mixture, 2 pseudostatio
nary state of cooling system, simultaneously 
the dependence T = Te, 3 curve Ii miting 
the region of stable and unstable reactor 
states 
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The + sign mea ns tha t the va lu e is being approached fr om the right (it is larger), 
- sign mean s that the value is being a pproached from the left (it is sma ller). On the 
critical traj ect o ry (Fig. 1) the coeffici ent of dynamic safet y has the value S dyn = 1. 
Temperature deriva tive o f the mixture by time corresponds t o the highest permitted 
temperature rise. 1n Fig. 3 is given the dependence of coefficients of sta tic and dynamic 
safety and o f critical tempera ture ri se on temperature of the mixture (it is assumed 
that the effect o f degree of conversion is negligible). 

In the system with the noise effect the highest safe pseudostationary temperature 
of the mixture is limited by noise. For the safe control the noise in determination 
of temperature derivative must be smaller than the critical tempera ture rise . The 
limiting value corresponds to the case when Sinf = J. This means the case when it is 
just possible to recognize in the noise that the temperature rise has reached the critical 
value. Of course in practice it is not admissible to undertake the risk of a failure re
sulting from stochastic effects in the system and so it is necessary to select much higher 
va lue (fig. 3). 

In majority of reactors there take place changes of not measured parameters. In 
Fig. 4 is given an example of calculation of pseudostationary temperatures of mixture 
and cooling rystem and critical trajectory for changes in mixture reactivity within the 
range ± 10%. The result demonstrates that it is necessary for temperature control 
in unstable state to count with a large parametric sensitivity of safety coefficient s. As 
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20 
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Safety coefficient and critica l temperature 
rise of reaction mixture in dependence on 
temperature of reaction mixture for the case 
given in Fig. I. 1 (dT/df)n = 0, 2 0'001 , 
30·005 

FIG . 

Effect of conversion degree on pseudostatio
nary reactor state and on critical trajectory. 
1 x = 0, 2 x = 0 '495 (change in mixture 
reactivity for 10%), 3 x = 0·6 (change in 
mixture reactivity for 20%), 4 x = 0-8 
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fluctuation s of reactivity within the range of I O~:, relative are common, app lica tion 
of the forward nonad aptive control is lim ited (data included int o the model of the 
sys tem represent the forward contro l). 

With reacti on of the nonze ro order positi o n of pseudostationary temperatu re as 
well of critical trajectory changes with the degree of co nversion. When it is prescribed 
to perform the reaction isothermal ly, it is necessary to choose the tempera ture so that 
safety at the highest mixture reactivit y is secured (in majorit y o f leacti ons thi s is at 
the beginning of the process). When it is admi ssible to perform the reacti on non iso
thermally , it is poss ible to vary the mi xttll e temperature so tha t safety during the batch 
operation is constant. Examples of temperature dependence of the mi xture, a t con
stant safety coefficient, on degree of conversion for the studied reaction a re givcn in 

Figs 4 to 6. 
For fast reacting cooling systcm s is the highest permissible pseudostationary mi x

ture temperature limited by static sa fety . Our experience and previous result s outline 
that in an actual situation it is necessa ry to choose the coefficient of statie sa fety even 
at adaptive control at least equal to J· 2. At lower values the contro] ca n fail. In 
reactors with large thermal capacity of the cooling system as the Jimiting factor can be 

the coefficient of informative sa fety. 
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FIG. 

Effect of conversion degree on dependence 
of coefficient of static safety and critical 
temperature rise on temperature of the reac
tion mixture. Solid line denotes dependence 

of Sst, dashed line (dTjdt)max; 1 and 5 x = 0, 
2 and 6 x = 0'495, 3 and 7 x = 0' 6, 4 x = 

= 0·8 
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FIG. 

Effect of conversion degree on dependence 
of coefficient of information safety on tempe
rature of reaction mixture. Solid line denotes 
dependence fo r (dTjdt )n = 0'005, dashed 
line for O'OOJ ; other symbols used a re the 
same as those in F ig. 5 
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Transformation of trajectories into the phase plane T - (dT/dt). When the reactor 
is controlled only on basis of measurements of mixture temperatures it is advan
tageous to transform all important curves in the phase plane T - Tc into the phase 
plane T - (dT/dt). Interpretation of curves is given in Figs 7 and 8. 

Starting of operation . Let us assume that it is possible to use at starting of tempe
rature control two heat transfer media, the heating medium with inlet temperatu re 
Teh and the cooling medium with inlet temperature Te; . To the fastest start corresponds 
heating of the mixture to trajectory with the given value of coefficient of dynamic safe
ty. After reaching this trajectory it is necessary to arrange for a motion along it by 
alternate opening and closing the flow of heat transfer medium into the cooling system 
(at two-position control). Examples of trajectories with constant dynamic (informa
tion) safety are demonstrated in Fig. 9. 

The given value of coefficient of dynamic safety is fixed by noise and other sources 
of uncertainties in determination of the state of the system. The value of the coeffi-

60 
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FIG. 7 

Trajectory of temperature response of reac
tion mixture after switch-on of the cooling 
in the phase plane mixture temperature in 
reactor-derivative . of mixture temperature 
by time for the case given in Fig. 1. 1 Pseudo
stationary states of reaction mixture, 2 pseu
<lostationary states of the mixture for Te = 

= Te;, 3 (dT/dt}n = 0'0025, 4 Sst = I, 
S separatrix (Sdyn = 1), 6 Sdy,; = 2, 7 
S dyn = 3, 8 Sdyn = 5 
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FIG. 8 

Trajectory of temperature response of reac
tion mixture after switch-off of the cooling 
in the phase plane mixture temperature in the 
reactor-derivative of mixture temperature 
by time for the case given in Fig. 2. 1 Pseudo
stationary states of reaction mixture, 2 pseu
dostationary states of mixture for Te = Te;, 
3 pseudostationary states of the reaction 
mixture for T = Te 
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cient of dynamic safety must be selected so as to have the coefficient of dynamic safety 

always larger than one. Simultaneously it mu st be chosen so tha t the va lue of dynamic 

safety coefficient would not decrease below the value one due to uncertainty in deter

mination of parameters of the system . The less accurate is the model the higher safety 

must be chosen. 

Simulalion of lemperalure cOlltrol of the mixture. Finally, examples of control 

simulation are given, whose aim is to keep the coefficient of information safety at 

constant value . 

After heating of the mixture to the temperature at which is the safety coertlcient 

just equal to the given value, for a zero conversion degree of the key reactant , cooling 

of the reactor is switched on and a sample withdrawal for an analysi s is simulated 

for determination of the momentous va lue of conversion degree. Cooling of the reac

tor is switched on for time I" corresponding to the expected time of analysi s. Simul

taneously is being evaluated the derivative of mixture temperature by time on the 

basis of "two-points" difference scheme. For momentou s conversion degree, is cal-

6or----r----,----r--~r_--, 

30L---~O~2----L---"O~6----L---~10' 

FIG. 

Control simulation based on keeping con
stant the value of info rmation safet y. The 
effect of time for analysis of the mixture on 
control dependence. S s t = \ ' 2, (dTj df)n = 
= 0'0025 , Teh = 353 K; 1 trajectory for 
Sinf = 2, 2 Sinf = 5, 3 trajectory of simu
lated control for Sinf = 2, fa = 200,4 Sinf = 

= 2, fa = 600,5 Sinf = 5, f a = 200, 6 Sinf = 

= 5, fa = 600 
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FIG . 10 

Simulation of control based 0.1 keeping the 
information safety at constant valu ~. Effect 
of changes in mixture reactivity on control 
dependence. S S I = \ ' 2, Teh = 353, (d T j d!)n = 
= 0'0025, fa = 200; 1 trajectory for Sinf = 5, 
2 Sin! = 5, 3 trajectory of simulated control 
for Sinf = 2, uncertainty in evaluation of 
mixture reactivity in the model 20%, 4 

Sinf = 3, 20%, 5 Sinf = 5, 20%, 6 Sinf = 2, 
10%, 7 Sinf = 3, 10%, 8 Sinf = 5, 10% 
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culated the new mixture temperature by use of the mathematical model of the system 
which corresponds to the fixed safety coefficient. At cooling of the reactor being 
switched off or on then proceeds the temperature control up to the moment of reaching 
the calculated value of the mixture temperature. The whole procedure is then repeated. 

At simulated control of the mixture temperature have been studied both the effect 
oftime needed for determination of conversion degree by analysis (Fig. 9) and the 
effect of changes in mixture reactivity (accuracy of the mathematical model of the 
system, Fig. 10) on control behaviour. From simulation calculations results that in 
the case when the cooling system of the reactor has a large inertia and there is a noise 
in temperature measurements of the mixture it is necessary to fix the value of the 
coefficient of dynamic safety from three to five for securing of the control safety. 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

A = khP/( VCpQ) parameter characterising heat transfer intensity between the reaction mixture 
in the reactor and heat transfer carrier in the cooling system (s - I) 

B = VCpQ/( VecpeQe) ratio of thermal capacities of reaction mixtures in the reactor and heat 
carrier in the cooling system 

C = Fe/ Ve reciprocal residence time time of heat carrier in the cooling system (s -1) 
CAO initial concentration of key component (kmol m - 3) 
C

P
' cpc specific heat of reaction mixture and heat carrier (kJ kg - 1 K - 1) 

f~ volumetric flow rate of hear carrier into the cooling system (m3 s - 1) 

k h heat transfer coefficient (k W m - 2 K - I) 

P heat transfer area (m2) 

R gas law constant 
reaction rate (kmol m - 3 S -1) 

re, rh cooling rate and rate of heat liberated by reaction (K s -1) 
T temperature of reaction mixture (K) 
Tad adiabatic temperature rise (K) 
Teh temperature of heat carrier at the inlet into the cooling system at heating of the reaction 

mixture tK) 
Te temperature of heat carrier in the cooling system (K) 
Tei temperature of heat carrier at the inlet into the cooling system at cooling of the reaction 

mixture (K) 
To, TeO initial values of quantities (K) 
Ts. Tes values corresponding to pseudostationary states (K) 
f reaction time (s) 
fa time of analysis for determination of conversion degree (s) 
S safety coefficient (Eqs (1) to (3» 
V volume of reaction mixture in reactor (m3

) 

Ve volume of heat carrier in cooling system (m3
) 

conversion degree of key component 
(I, Cle density of reaction mixture and heat carrier (kg m - 3) 

Subscripts 

max largest value of quantity 
obs observed value of quantity 
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